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In this paper we suggest a new kind of integral transform and establish t e main 
theorems of that. This approach allows us to show some general existence theorems 
for periodic solutions to the semilinear wave equation with the forced term having 
double frequency. A novelty of this transform is to prove the existence of a com- 
bination oscillation for the continuous ystem without the so-called difficulty of 
small divisors by J. J. Stoker (“Nonlinear Vibrations,” Interscience, New York, 
1950). In addition, our integral transform can be applied to rather general reaction 
diffusion systems. However, as a concrete xample, we show that Maginu’s model 
(F. Rothe, J. Math. Biol. 7 (1979), 375-384) has multiple nonconstant T-periodic 
plane wave solutions. @2 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
Let fl #O, P> 0, T> 0, /?, #O, T, > 0, j= 1, . . . . n, be any given real 
numbers, and let 
‘D = BT = [0, T,] x . . . x [0, T,,], 
T = (T,, . . . . TJ, B = (P, > . . . . PA 0) = (At,,, . ..> Bopr,), 
G’) = (T,,,,, ... . Ta,nJ, 
where u is a permutation of (1,2, . . . . n}. Denote by C(a) the space of all 
continuous functions u(x) on ZI with its norm defined by 
* Projects upported by the Science Fund of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. 
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For convenience we set 
U(X Ii> 5) = (~(XI > ...) -y, I 1 T> -xl+ I > ...> . y) ,I > j = 1, . . . . n. 
c,= {uEc(a):u(x 1,,O)=u(x 1,’ T,),.YEa,j= 1, . ..) /?I.. 
Motivated by the integral equation method in our works [S-l l] we are 
going to introduce a new kind of integral transform. 
DEFINITION. 
(L$,J4)(x)=(e”P- 1))’ 
X 
Lj 
’ eB(- %(x Ii, T) dt + J’ eS(P+r,~r’~(~ Ii, z) dt , 
0 -c, 1 
uEc(a),j= l,...,n; (1.1) 
(%I, T u)(x) = L’ 81, TI L* 82. T2 . . . Li.. TV’. (1.2) 
(l.l)and(1.2)arecalledtheL$,PandgBr transforms of the function u(x), 
respectively. When there is no confusion,’ we use the following notations 
Lipu = L$, pz4 E (L’p, +)(x), j = 1, . ..) n. 
‘!,‘= %, T” = &, T”)(x), 
%(L+ = %!~(B,,o(T)~ = (t(B), c,(T)~)(~). 
LEMMA 1. For any permutation CT of { 1, 2, . . . . n}, 
i?!,u = 20(B)u. 
ProoJ: To prove (1.3) it suffices toshow that 
L&L&u = L;, L&u, j # k, j, k = 1, . . . . n. 
It is easily seen by a direct calculation, using (1.1) that 
L’B/Liku=(eSJTj-- 1))’ (eBtTk- 1))’ i J,=LikL&u, 
“=I 
where 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
J, E J4k(x, t) = ’ dc 
s s 
Tk e4(-‘cl-5)+Bk(Tk+.~k~T)U(X I~,~, 5, T)dT, 
0 :!i 
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and 
For the sake of notational brevity we shall consider only the 2-dimen- 
sional case from now on, but the n-dimensional case can be treated in 
exactly the same way. 
Let D,=[O,T] and D=D,.=[O,P]x[O,T]. We denote the 
preceding space C(D) with n = 1 and n = 2 by C(D,) and C(D), respec- 
tively. Similarly, denote the space of all bounded piecewise continuous 
functions on D, and D by C*(D,) and C*(D), respectively. For 
convenience we set 
XI =x, x2 = t, PI=& P2=P, T, = P, T, = T, 
G-= {fW&):f(O)=f(T)), 
C p, r= {u E C(3): ~(0, t) = u(P, t), u(x, 0) = u(x, T), (x, t) E a}, 
K,u=K,,JEL;, TIu 
= - (erP - 1))’ S-Y e
1 
(1.6) 
0 
“‘“~“u(~, t) dt + jp ez(Pfx-S)u(& t) dt}, 
J 
LBELp,.u=L;, T,u 
E (,C I)-’ 
u 
’ eb(‘~ ‘)u(x 
T 
2 t) dz + efi(T+‘-r)u(x, z)dz , (1.7) 
0 
for any UE C * (3). 
In view of C * (DT) c C * (a), we have already defined L, f for all 
f(.)EC* (DT). 
LEMMA 2. The map L, is a compact linear transformation of C * (DT) 
into CT. Furthermore 
1 
IlLBf It Gm Ilf II. (1.8) 
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Proqf: The map L,{ is clearly linear. Using (1.7) one verifies asily that 
(LB .f NO) = (e IIT _ 1 ) ’ [)T p/N7 “f(w~=v.~,fu-). (1.9) 
It is readily seen from (1.7) that 
= llfll I(@- 1) ‘I (e [IT- 1) llfll =- 
P MI ’ 
fEc* (D) 
which implies that (1.8) holds. 
Next we set 
QM= WC* (DTb Il.0 GM}, 
It now follows from (1.8) that 
for any A4 > 0. 
(1.10) 
Let t, (t+h)~D, f EQM; consider 
(&f)(t+h)-(&f )(t) 
= (p- I)-’ 
{J 
I+h 
0 
ep(‘+h -“f(z) dz+ j,:, eB(T+r+hpi)f(T) dr 
- 
s 
I 
0 
e”“-“l(r)dr-jie”(~+‘~i’/(r)dr) 
I 
=(P- l)-’ (J1 +J,+J,+J,), (1.11) 
where 
J, ~1: (efi(r+h-‘)-e~(‘pT)) f(T)dz, 
I 
t+h 
J, = e8”+b--r)f(~) dz, 
I 
lth 
J4= - eacr+‘p”f(r) dz. 
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For any t*, (t* + h) E D, we have, by the mean value theorem, 
IeD”* +h) _ eBt*J = 1 jpem* + WI 
G IBI e2’8’ T WI, where O<O< 1. 
With the aid of (1.12), it follows that for any f~S2,, 
lJ,I 6 MT IBI e2 w T IhI, lJ31 d MT I/?[ e2 Ipi ’ IhI. 
On the other hand, 
JJ,J < Me2 Ip’ lhl, lJ41 < Me2 l8’ T Ihl. 
Hence from (1.11) (1.13), and (1.14), 
I(L,f)(t+h)-(L,f)(t)l GC, I43 
where 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
(1.14) 
C, s C,(M, T, lpi)=2 \(epr- l))‘j M(T IpI + 1) e2’lri ‘.
The above relation and (1.10) imply that (LB f )( t) is equicontinuous and is 
uniformly bounded on D, for every f E Q,. It follows from Arzela’s 
theorem that L, is a compact operator on C * (D). This proves the lemma. 
L,EMMA 3. Let a, c E R, a # 0, c # 0, o = 271/T, q E Z. Then 
wp, TWf) = C/B, (1.15) 
1 
(LB, Tf(at))(t) =; (Lpi,, ..f(T))(at), (1.16) 
iqwr 
CL& Te ‘“Yt) = a: iqo. (1.17) 
Proof. Since 
s T ,D(T+r-T)&= (eBT- 1))’ (eflT- 1) 1 =-) I B B 
we see that (1.15) holds. 
In terms of the new integral variable T* = ar, (1.1) with S(T) replaced by 
f(ar), is reduced to 
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Finally, it is easily seen by a direct calculation for (1.1) with f(r) replaced 
by eigor, that 
=- 
p-iqu’ 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
2. THE BASIC THEOREMS FOR ,5B-T~~~~~~~~~ 
Motivated by the classical theorems of Laplace transforms, the 
corresponding theorems for Lg-transforms can be deduced. However, from 
the viewpoint of the applications to periodic solutions to nonlinear 
differential equations, it is enough to establish the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. The map f&L, is a compact linear transformation f 
C * (3) into C,, T. Furthermore, K, L, = L, K,, K, L, C = C/a/l, for any 
constant C, (2.1) 
Proof: It is easily seen by a direct calculation, using (1.6), (1.7), that 
KdlLBu=(eaP - 1))’ (eS’- 1))’ i I,= LBKau, 
j= I 
(2.3) 
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where 
and consequently, the first relation in (2.1) holds. Using (2.3) and employ- 
ing the same calculation as in the proof of ( 1.15), we derive the second 
relation in (2.1). Performing a direct calculation for each Zj leads to 
lZ,l < I(uII clp’fipl(eolx- )(eB’- l), 
lZ,l < Ilull up’pp’(eax-- l)(e”‘-ear), 
lZ,l d Ilull t p’fl-‘(ei2P-eaX)(ePf- l), 
lZ41 < IJuI( dpl~p’(e”P-eax)(ePT-eB’). 
With the aid of these inequalities it follows from (2.3) that 
4 
IKaLpuI d I(eaP- 1)-l (elrr- 1))‘I C IZ,l 
j=l 
< I(eZP- 1))’ (eBT- l))‘l 
x~plgp’(eaP- l)(ebT- 1) Ilull Z-L!!! 
bPI 
which implies that (2.2) holds. 
The map KaLB is clearly linear. It is readily seen from (2.3) that 
(K,LBu)(x, 0)= (eaP- 1))’ (eBT- 1))’ 
= (K,Lgu)(x, T) 
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+ I I ‘d< ’ &Pm <) t/{(T+r “~(5, T) cis 0 I 
so that (K,LBu) E C, T 
Next we set 
sM= {zsC* (a): Ilull <M}, for any A4 > 0. 
In view of (2.2) we have 
A4 
IIKYQ41 y--&3 for any UES~. 
Now let (x, t), (x+/z,, t+h,)~D, lh,l d 1, lhzl < 1, MES,. Using (2.3), 
we obtain, by proceeding as in ( 1. 11 ), 
(&&?u)(x + h, > t + h,) - vwp4(x, f) 
= jgl {zj(x+h12 f+h2)-zj(X, l)}. (2.5) 
We split each Zi(x + h,, t + h,) into four terms, getting 
Zj(X+h,, t+h*)-Zj(X, t)= 2 Zjk, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 
k=l 
where 
(2.6) 
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I,,==j;dt jT {e I(X+h,-e)+P(T+r+hl~r)_ecr(x~~)+B(T+t I 
I,, q = jIth’ d[ iT e or(x+hl~5)+8(T+r+h2-r)U(r, z) &
14, :=s s ’4 ,T {e a(P+x+h,--)+p(T+lth2~r)_ea(Ptx--t;)+B(T+r~r) > u(t, 7) & x 
142 := 
s s 
‘dir e I(P+x+hl-C)+B(T+rth2--r)U(r, t)dz, 
x I + h2 
Z43 z= ix',,, dl; iT e 
a(P+x+hl-T)+B(T+rth2~T)U(5, T)&, 
z44=J‘rih* dtT I,',,, e 
I(Pt-~thl--r)+B(T+rth2~r)U(r, r)&. 
By the same method by which we have derived (1.13) and ( 1.14) one can 
also show that 
lZ,,l ~pTe2(lalP+IBIT)M(IhlJ + lhzl), 
)I,,( < Pez(I”I ’ +IpI T)M (h,l, 
lZ,,l < Te2(la’ p+Ist T)M IAll, 
lZ,,l < e2(la’ ’ +IB’ T)M lh,l Ihzl. 
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Using the above four inequalities, we get from (2.6) with j= 1, 
lI,(-x+h,, t+b-I,(-c t)l d ;: lZ,,l dC’,(lh,I + ML (2.7) 
k=l 
where 
Cz-C,(M, P, T, (~1, IfiI)=(T+P+ TP+l)e2”“‘P+‘8’T)M. 
In the same way, 
Izj(x+hl, f+h2)-zj(X, f)l 6C2(lhIl + lh21)t j= 2, 3, 4. (2.8) 
Combining (2.7) and (2.8) with (2.5) we obtain 
IVU+4(x + h,, t + 4 - K&4(x, t)l 6 4C2(lh,I + lh21). (2.9) 
Finally by using (2.4) and (2.9) and by employing the same argument as 
in the proof of Lemma 1, one can show that K,LB is compact on C * (a). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let c$ > 0, f, g E C(D T), u, o E C(a), and f < g, u d o. Then 
(i) L,f<L,g,forB>O, Lpf>Lpg,forB<O. 
(ii) K,L,u < K,LBv. 
Proof: The assertion (i) is a direct consequence of (1.7). Noting now 
that 
(F- 1))’ ( e”‘-l)~i(v(~,r)-r4(~,r))~O 
and using (2.3) we conclude that 
K,LB(v-u)>O 
which implies that (ii) holds. 
THEOREM 3 (Differentiation theorem for the image function). Let 
f E C(D.), UE C(a). Then 
$(&f )(t)=B(&f )(t)-f(t) (2.10) 
; (K,u)(x, t) = ctK,u - u(x, t) (2.11) 
; Wpu)b, t) = P&u - 4x, t) (2.12) 
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-& (K,Lp)(x, t) = a(K,Lp) - L/g4 (2.13) 
(2.14) 
= ap(K,Lp) - aK,u - pL,u+ u(x, t). (2.15) 
Proof: Using the well-known theorem in classical nalysis and perform- 
ing direct differentiation for (1.6), (1.7) with respect o x, t, respectively, we 
conclude that (2.10), (2.1 l), and (2.12) hold. By directly differentiating 
(2.3) with respect o x, t, respectively, we get (2.13), (2.14). Similarly, 
differentiating (2.13) and (2.14), respectively, and using (2.11)(2.14), lead 
to (2.15). This proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 4 (Differentiation theorem for the original function). Let 
f’(t) E c * (DT), %(X, t), 4% t), z&,(x, t) E c * (a), and fE c,, u E c,, T. 
Then 
Lgf'=&?f-fw~ (2.16) 
K,Lp,=PK,Lgu-KK,u, (2.17) 
K,Lgu,=aK,Lp-LBu, (2.18) 
K,Lpuxr=aPKaLgu-/lLBu-aKau+u(x, t). (2.19) 
Proof. Using the assumptions and a direct differentiation with respect 
to x, t, respectively, we find that 
u,(x> 0) = u,(x, T), u,(O, t) = u,(P, t), (x, t). 
Performing integration by parts for each integral term in (2.3) with 
~(5, t) replaced by u,,([, t) and using the above relations for u,, u, and the 
periodic ondition for u we get (2.19). In the same way, it is readily seen 
from (1.7), (2.3), respectively, that (2.16), (2.17), and (2.18) hold. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
From Theorems 3 and 4 we obtain the following 
COROLLARY. Under the conditions in Theorem 4, we have 
(2.20) 
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K,L,j $=; (K,L,e), (2.21) 
K,L, ;=; (K,Lflu), 
/d _ 
K,L, &=-& (K,Lp). 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
THEOREM 5. LetfEC(D.), u~C(ll). Then (LBf)(t)=C;= ._,f(q)d”+/ 
(B - iw), uniformly for t EDT, (K,Lp)(x, t) = C,“= pm C;= poc1 U(p, q) 
(e i(“*p~X+og’)/(CI - io*p)(B - iwq)), uniformly for (x, t) E 9, where 
o* = 21rPP’, o=27cTp’, 
These notations will also be used later on. 
Prooj For convenience we set 
J-(t) = (Lpf )(t), w, t) = W,Lp)(x, t). 
Since, by Lemma 2 Theorems 1 and 3, FE CT, F’ E C(D =), U E C, T, 
U,, E C(D), we obtain from the well-known theorem in Fourier analysis 
(cf. C31) 
F(t)= f F(q) erwqr uniformly for t E D, 
q= --m 
U(x, t) = f f lJ(p, q) er(po*x+ yw’), 
p= -00 q= --m 
(2.24) 
uniformly for (x, t) E 9, (2.25) 
where 
F(q)=$JO’(Lpf)(t)ep’q”“dt, (2.26) 
u(p,q)=&jO’dt jOp (K,Lgu)(xt)ep’(P”*“+4”‘)dx. (2.27) 
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Substituting (1.7), (2.3) into (2.263, (2.27), respectively, and using the 
Dirichlet integral formula we derive, after some calculation, that 
f(s) - 
n’(4) = p _ jwq9 
U(PY 9) 
WA 4) = (a - iw*p)(p - iwq)’ 
Substitution of the above two relations into (2.24), (2.25), respectively, 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Let PI #/I*, al#az, P1fi2#0, aIa,#O, andletfEC(DT), 
u E C(D). Then 
L,,q?,f --&%f )=A {&,f+2f 17 (2.28) 
1 
w8*u=p, -B2 -1 {Lfi,u- Lp4}’ (2.29) 
K,,Kap = 2 {Ka,u-Korp~~ 
1 2 
(2.30) 
1 
K,,L,,Ka,L,,u =
(5 - a2h% -b2) 
x {K,,LB,~+K~,L,,u-K,,L,,u-K,,LB,~}. (2.31) 
Proof. From (1.7) we see easily that 
49,L,,f = (e 81T- 1))’ (e8*=-- 1))’ {J1+J2+J3+Jd}, (2.32) 
where 
Jl = Jb’ e
T 
e8~(r-r) & 
I 
efl*(T+r-e)f (0) de, 
T 
&=lT ,@l(~+f-?, & s ’ eS2(‘--o)f(0) de, f 0 
J4=f,T e fll(T+‘-r) dT
5 
TT e~2(T+r-e)f(0) de. 
Performing integration by parts for 3, we find after some calculation, that 
1 
J,=p2-p1 de 0 
fl*(‘-“)f(e) de-J: efl+“)f(tl) de}. 
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In the same way, 
-,BIT ’s eP2(tps)f(0) dfl , 0 
fiI(T+t-@)f(e) d eeeSIT T eh(T+r-B)f(e)de 
s I 
Thus we have 
4 (eplT- 1) ’ 
1 L= PI-p2 
k=l i!’ o 
efi~(‘-“Jf(f3)dbl+[tT ef12(T+t-o)f(B)dH) 
-( 
e82T- 1) 
iJ 
I 
PI-B2 0 
efll(‘-e)f(f9) de +
s 
,T eB1(T+ tpeJf(0) do) 
=1( 
81-82 
eDIT- l)(ea2T- 1)(Lp2f-LBIf}. (2.33) 
Substitution f(2.33) into (2.32) yields (2.28). 
By the same method by which we have derived (2.28) one can also show 
that (2.29) and (2.30) holds. Finally, using (2.1), (2.29), and (2.30) we 
obtain 
C-1) (-- ‘) 
= (PI - 82) (a1 - a21 
{K,,(L B,~--~z~)-K,,(L,,u-L,,u)) 
1 
=(@.,-%)(82-81) 
(K,,LB,u+K~~L~~u-K,,L~*u--K~~LB,~} 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
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We now define operators Fp and Q,., by 
FPf -$-b” f ED(F,A 
where D(F& D(Q., a) are the domain of I;B, Qa,8, respectively, given by 
D(F& = {f E C,: f ‘E C * (D)}, 
D(Q,,&= {u~c,,.: u,, ut> u,tC* PI). 
THEOREM 7 (Inversion theorem). Let a #O, j? #O are all any real 
numbers. Then the operators FB, QU,B have the inverse operators F; I, Q$, 
respectively, and
i.e., 
FF~= -L,, Q,t,=KJ 8, (2.34) 
L; 
-LpFflf =f =F&-LBf ), f ED(F& (2.35) 
K,L~Q,,,~=u=Q,,BK~LBu, u E D(Q,, ,J (2.36) 
Proof It is readily seen from (2.16) that 
-LsFsf= -LB{f’-bf}= -LBf’+PLBf= -BLBf+f+flLBf=f: 
On the other hand, 
F,A-Lfif)= - -$Lsf-BLRf}= -{jL,f-f-jL,f}=f, 
where we have used (2.10). The proof of (2.35) is thereby completed. 
Recalling the definition fQ,,, and using (2.17), (2.18), (2.19), we obtain 
K,LgQ,,,u=K,LBuXl-BKDLLBuX-aKOLLBuf+CIBKilLBu 
= afiK, L,u - flLsu - aK,u + u(x,. t) - aBK,LBu + BLpu 
-ajlK,L,u+ctK,u+a/3K,Lgu=u. 
409:132/2-2 
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In the same way, it follows from (2.13)-(2.15) that 
a2 
Q% LAW =m (K,L,,u)-B & (K,L/,u)-cc; (K,L,u)+crBK,L,+ 
=aBK,Ll,u-aK,u-BLl,u+u(x, t)-c$K,Ll,u 
+j?LBu-a~K,L,++crK,~+aj?K,L~u=u. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 8. Let feC(D,), gECp,T, and let P>O, T>O, a#O, /?#O 
be all any given real numbers. Then 
(i) the problem 
F&q+&f(t), O<t<T, v(O)=v(T), (2.37) 
has a unique solution v(t) = -L, f: 
(ii) the problem 
= g(4 t ), O<x<P,O<t<T, (2.38) 
40, t) = u(P, t), 44 t) = u,(P, t), 
4~ 0) = 4x, T), 4x, 0) = 4x, T) (4 t) E a, 
(2.39) 
has a unique solution u(x, t) = K,L, g. Furthermore, if f(t), g(x, t) satisfy 
the periodic onditions, respectively, 
f(t) =f(t + T)> fE[W 
g(x, t) = g(x, t + T) = g(x + P, t + T), (x, t)E Rx R, 
then both v(t) and u(x, t) can be extended to the periodic solution, respec- 
tively, such that 
v(t)=v(T+ t), tElR 
u(x, t) = u(x + P, t) = u(x + P, t + T), (x, t) E Iw x R. 
Proof: From (2.10) and (1.9) it follows that v = -L, f is a solution of 
the problem (2.37). To show the uniqueness we let v*(t) be any solution of 
the problem (2.37) with f(t) s 0. Now it is readily seen from Eq. (2.37) that 
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u*(f) = c,,eB’, where c0 is some constant. In view of the relation 
v*(O) = u*(T) we have c0 = 0 which proves (i). 
Using Theorem 1, gE CP, =, (2.13) and (2.14) we find that (2.39) with 
u E .K,L, g, holds. By (2.13), (2.14) (2.15) with u replaced by g we obtain 
which implies that u satisfies (2.38). 
Now let u*(x, t) be any solution of the problem (2.38), (2.39) with 
g(x, t) ~0. We have to prove that u*(x, t) ~0. As in Theorem 5, let 
ii*(p, q) be the Fourier coefficients of u*(x, t). Then using (2.38), (2.39) 
with g(x, t) E 0, and performing an elementary calculation we get 
where 
NP, 4) u*(P, 9) = 0, (2.40) 
WP, 9) =(-pP~* + a/q -i(aqw + ppo*), P, qEZ. 
In view of LX/? # 0, H(p, q) # 0 when p, q E H. For otherwise, we would have 
-pqww* + a/? = 0, aqo+~po*=O, 
which implies 
- (/?p~*)~ = (aj?)’ > 0. 
This leads to a contradiction. Hence we conclude from (2.40) that 
ii*(p, q) = 0, p, q E Z. Since the set { exp( - ipw*x - iqot)} is complete and 
u* is continuous, we obtain u*(x, t) = 0. This proves that (ii) holds. 
The last assertion is trivially true. We have thus proved the theorem. 
THEOREM 9. Let f E C(D,) and b, c be any given real numbers, such that 
b2-4c>O, c # 0. (2.41) 
Then the problem 
2-b $+cv=f(t), O<t<T, (2.42) 
40) = 4 T), o’(O) = v’(T). (2.43) 
has a unique solution v = L,, L,, f, where 
/I1 = $(b - ,/m), /I2 = $(b + Jm). 
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Proof: By (2.10) we have 
=P:L,,L,,f-B,L82f-PZL82f+f: (2.45) 
It is readily seen from (l-9), (2.44) that u = L,, L,, f satisfies (2.43). 
Substituting (2.44), (2.45) into the left side of (2.42) we obtain, after some 
calculation, 
=(P:-bB,+c)L,,L,,f+(b-p,-B,)L,,f+f=f, 
where we have used 
(B:-bB,+c)=O, b-fl,-j&=0. 
Finally, to show the uniqueness, we let u*(t) be any solution of the 
problem (2.42), (2.43) with f(t) = 0. Then by the well-known theory 
concerning O.D.E. we have u*(t) = clesl’+ czes2’, where cr, c2 are some 
constants. Since (2.41), (2.43) with u = u* we conclude that c1 = c2 = 0, i.e., 
u* = 0. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
3. APPLICATION TO THE STUDY OF ALMOST 
PERIODIC SOLUTION FOR NONLINEAR WAVE EQUATION 
Motivated by the work by J. J. Stoker [8], we consider the combination 
oscillation for a continuous system which is described by the following 
nonlinear wave equation 
U,*,* - u,.,. + au,. + bu,. + cu 
= fo(u) + H, sin w*(x* + t* + +,) + H, sin o(x* - t* + +*), 
(x*, t*)ERxR, (3.0) 
where a, b, c, II/ I and ti2 are all constants, H,, Hz, o*, and o are all 
positive constants, o*/w is an irrational number, and fo(u) is a continuous 
function in R. We seek a solution of Eq. (3.0) under an almost periodic 
condition with respect o (x*, t*), whose base of Fourier exponents is the 
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set {CD*, o} (cf. [2]). Instead of Eq. (3.0), we discuss the equation with a 
more general forced term, which is given by 
ut*,* - U,*,* + au,* + bu,. + cu 
=fo(u) +g,(x* + t*, x* - t*), (x*, t*) E R x 53, (3.1) 
where a, b, c, and fO( .) are exactly the same as in (3.0), and g,(<, q) is 
assumed to be continuous in R x R, periodic in 5 and 4, respectively, with 
prescribed period P = 2n/o* and T= 21r/w. 
By introducing the moving coordinates 
x=x* + t*, t=x*-tt*, 
and writing u(x, t) = u(x*, t*) = U((X + t)/2, (x - t)/2), Eq. (3.1) is reduced 
to the form 
e 4 P u = u,, - /?u, - cw, + agu =f(u) +g(x, t), (x, t) ER x R, (3.2) 
where 
a-b 
cI=T-y P= fg, f(u)=~[(a2~b2L+C”-fo(u)], 
dx, t) = -t gob, t). (3.3) 
We require that the solution u of (3.2) satisfies the time-space condition 
either in the form 
u(x + P, t + T) = u(x, t + T) = u(x, t), (x, t)E IF! x R, (3.4)’ 
or in the form 
40, t) = 4p, t), u,(O, t) = u,(P, t), O<t<T, 
4x, 0) = 0(x, T), u,(x, 0) = utb, T), O<x<P. 
(3.4) 
It is easily seen that if u(x, t) is a solution of (3.2) and (3.4) then it can be 
extended to a solution of (3.2) and (3.4)‘. Hence the time-space periodic 
conditions we consider are assumed to be (3.4). 
Our objective is to show the existence of a periodic solution to the 
system (3.2), (3.4) from which the existence. of an almost periodic solution 
to the system (3.1) can be deduced. 
A number of authors have described interesting results for the periodic 
solution of a semilinear wave equation with a monotone nonlinear term, 
see, for instance, [1,4,6]. However, our ,approach can be applied to the 
case that f,(u) is not monotone (e.g., &(u) = sin u or u3). 
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As is well known that there is the serious difficulty of a “socalled small 
divisor” in finding an almost periodic solution for Eq. (3.0) corresponding 
to even a degree of freedom [8]. A novelty of this section is that we evade 
the difficulty about the small divisor and improve on the integral operator 
method which is given by our work in [ 111. 
We first establish the equivalence between the problem (3.2), (3.4) and 
the integral equation 
4x9 t)=&&Cf(U)+gl, UE C(D). (3.5) 
THEOREM 10. Let a2 - b2 # 0 and let f ( .), g( ., .) be continuous in R and 
R x R, respectively. Then v is a solution of the periodic boundary value 
problem (3.2), (3.4) if and only if it is a solution of the integral equation 
(3.5). 
Proof: In view of a2 - b2 # 0 and (3.3), we have CI # 0, p # 0. Suppose 
that v is a solution of the problem (3.2), (3.4). Using the operator K, L, on 
both sides of (3.2) and using (2.36) we obtain 
To show the converse of the theorem we let v E C(D) be a solution of 
(3.5). Then by Theorem 1 and (3.5) we see easily that UE C, T, from which 
it follows by using (2.13), (2.14), and (1.9) that v satisfies (3.4). Using the 
operator Q,,, on both sides of (3.5) and using (2.36) we get 
This proves the theorem. 
To ensure the existence of a solution of (3.5), we may impose any of the 
three kinds of the following assumptions on a, b, c, fO( .), and gO(. ). 
(Hi) HYPOTHESIS. (i) fo(.)EC(R),gO(.,.)EC(RxR),gO(x+P, t+T) 
= g,(x, t + T) = g,(x, t), (x, t) E R x R; 
(ii) There exist m,>O, 8>0, m, +6>0 such that 
lfd5)l <ml + f3 151, for any 5 E R; 
(iii) la2-b21 >O, 
la2-b2+4cl +4dEp< 1 
Ia2 - b21 
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(II,) HYPOTHESIS. (i) The condition (i) ic (H,) holds, 
(ii) a2 - b2 # 0, fO( .) E C3( R), and there exists a positive constant m, 
such1 that 
lf6’(0 Gm2, for any 5 E R; 
(iii) There exists a constant (r E IF&! such that 
f{(o)=0 
and 
%x$+ Ica-fo(a)l + IIg,II <; la’-b21, 
where 
ICI = $(a, b, c, a) = Ia2 - b2 + 4c - 4f b(a)l. 
Set B,(a)= {vEC(D): /Iv--all <r}, 
4m2r3 (la’-b21 -$) 
&)=6- 4 r+ b-fo(a)l + II!3J. 
(H3) HYPOTHESIS. (i) The condition (i) in (H,) holds; 
(ii) u/l = &(a’ - 6’) > 0 and there xist an integer v2 1 and rk, vk E R 
such that 
rk<vk<tk+l<llk+I, for k = 1, 2, . . . . (v - 1); 
(iii) minCkGvgvk f(u) + m3 3 ((a’-b2)/16) L, maxSkGvGvk f(u) + 
M, < ((a’- b2)/16) qkr where 
Set Sk={u~C(T)):[kd~dv]k}r k=l,...,v. 
THEOREM 11. Assume that (H,) holds. Then there xists a solution to the 
problem (3.2), (3.4). 
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Proof Define an operator by 
‘4w = K,&Cf(w) +sl3 WE C(B). (3.6) 
From (3.6), (2.2), (3.3) and (ii) and (iii) in (H ,) we see easily that for 
any WEQ,, 
1 
IlAwll G IaPI 
la2-b2+4cl 
16 
llwll +; llwll ++l+y 1 
1 
G la2-b21 C(la2-b2+4cl +Wr, +4@, + llgollLl 
=pr,+(l-p)r,=r,, 
hence 
By slightly modifying the proof of Theorem 1, i.e., by replacing u by 
(f(w) +gk f)) and ~4 by (maxI,, Gr, If(u)1 +i IIgOll) we can prove that A 
is a compact continuous operator of Q,, into 52,,. We now can apply 
Schauder’s fixed point theorem [7] and thus conclude that the operator A
has a fixed point v E Qn,,. It follows from Theorem 10 that v is also a 
solution of the problem (3.2), (3.4). This proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 12. Assume that (H,) holds. Then there exists a constant 
r2 > 0 such that the problem (3.2), (3.4) has a solution u E B,,(a). 
Proof In view of (iii) in (H2) we have 
do) = b -.tda)l + lIk3Il > 0, 
dl)=~-~~lu2--b21 -$)+Ica-fda)l + lIg,ll <O 
which implies that there exists a constant r2 E (0, 1 ] such that 
dr2) = 0. (3.7) 
Noting that f"(a) = f ,$(a) = 0, and using Taylor’s theorem we obtain for 
any w 6 BJa), (x0, to) E a, 
If(h-f(a)l= f '(~Nw-a)+~f ‘“[~o+8(w~-a)l(wa-a)31 
@2 m2ri 
dx+T’ independently of (x,, to), (3.8) 
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where 0 < i5 < 1, wO= w(xO, to), and we have used (3.3) and (ii) and (iii) 
in (H,). 
It now follows from (3.6), (2.1) (2.2), (3.8), (3.3), and (3.7) that, for any 
w E &,(o), 
4 
= r2 + ,a2 _ b2, 4+-2) = r2. 
Thus we have 
By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 11, we conclude that 
the operator A is a compact continuous operator of B,,(a) into B,,(o). 
Hence by Schauder’s fixed point theorem and Theorem 10, the problem 
(3.2), (3.4) has a solution u E B,,(a). This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
THEOREM 13. Let the hypothesis (H3) hold. Then there exist at least v
solutions to the problem (3.2), (3.4). 
Proof It is readily seen from (ii) in (H,) that 
s,nsj=$& k#j,k,j=l,2 ,..., v. (3.9) 
Using (2.1) and (ii), (iii) in(H3) and employing (ii) in Theorem 2, we find, 
for any w E Sk, 
which implies that 
A&cc&, k = 1, 2, . . . . v. 
By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 11, it follows, employ- 
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ing Schauder’s fixed point theorem, that there exists a solution L’~ E S, to 
the problem (3.2) (3.4), for each k, k = 1, 2, . . . . v. It is easily seen by (3.9) 
that these solutions uk are different from one another. This proves the 
theorem. 
THEOREM 14. (i) Assume that (H,) ar (H,) holds. Then Eq. (3.1) bus 
an almost periodic solution. 
(ii) Assume that (H3) holds. Then Eq. (3.1) has at least v almost 
periodic solutions. Furthermore, these almost periodic solutions possess two 
frequencies CO* = 2nJP, w = 2x/T. 
Proof (i) Applying Theorem 11 or 12 we get a solution u(x, t) of the 
problem (3.2), (3.4) which implies that u(x*, t*) = v(x* + t*, x* - t*) is a 
solution of Eq. (3.1). Noting that u,, E C(D) and using the well-known 
expansion in Fourier series we obtain 
u(x, t) = f f fi( p, q) eim*-~ + Wl) 
p= --n;, y= --co 
(3.10) 
which is absolutely and uniformly convergent [3], where V(p, q) is defined 
by the representation similar to ii(p, q) in Theorem 5. 
Replacing x, t in (3.10) by (x* + t*), (x* - t*), respectively, yields 
u(x*, t*)= f f C(P, 4) e.{ I (pw*+yw)x*+(pw*-- qw)/*} 
The above representation fthe solution u shows that u is almost periodic 
in (x*, t*) with the combined frequencies o*, w. This completes the proof 
of (i). 
The proof of (ii) closely follows that of (i) and will be omitted here. 
4. APPLICATION TO SEMILINEAR AUTONOMOUS WAVE EQUATION 
In this section we consider Eq. (3.1) with g,( ., .) = 0, 
U,*r* - u,.,* + au,. + bu,. + cu = fo(u). (4.0) 
We seek a kind of nonconstant solution of (4.0) satisfying the almost 
periodic ondition with respect o (x*, t*). By introducing the moving 
coordinate 
x=x*+t*, t = Ix* -At*, 1>0 
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and writing 
u(x, t) = u(x*, t*) = u 
( 
Ax+t Ix-t 
T’ 21 ) ’ 
Eq. (4.0) is reduced to the form 
Q K 0 v 55 v,, - pv, - au, + apv = f(v), (x, t) E R x IR, (4.1) 
where 
a+b 
B=,,9 
a-b 
a=4’ 
f(u)=& [(a2-4b2~v+cv-fo(v)]. (4.2) 
Since it seems there is no confusion, here we have used the same notations 
as in (3.3). 
We require that for some positive numbers P, T, which are all constants 
to be chosen later on, the solution v satisfies the time-space periodic 
condition either in the form 
v(x+P,t+T)=v(x,t+T)=v(x,t), (x,t)ERXR (4.3)’ 
or in the form 
u(O, t)=v(P, t), u,(O, t)=u,tp, t), O<t<T, 
(4.3) 
4x, 0) = 4x, T), uttx, 0) = vt(x, T), O<x<P. 
According to the foregoing discussion in Section 3, our main effort is to 
show the existence of multiple periodic solutions to the problem (4.1), 
(4.3). We shall need the following assumptions on a, b, c, and fO( .): 
(H4) HYPOTHESIS. (i) 
MS 
a’-b2+4c 
a2 - b2 I I 
+4 f-b(O) 
a2 - b2 
< 1; 
(ii) fo( .) is a two times continuously dlyferentiable function and there 
exist m>O, r,>O such that 
IflXOl Gm, for any 5 E R, (4.4) 
(d-fo(t))2>o, for O< 151 <ro; (4.5) 
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(iii) Let 
r=r(p)= 
(1 -M) la’-b”/ 
2m($ + 2p t 4) + Ia2 - b21 
There exist an integer v 3 1 and p 2 2, gk E R, k = 1, 2, . . . . v such that for 
each k = 1, 2, . . . . v, 
(4.6) 
bkl <r, Pk = (4.7) 
THEOREM 15. Assume that (H4) holds and let 
k = 1, 2, . . . . v, where 1> 0 is any given constant. Then for each k, there exists 
a nonconstant solution vk(x, t) to the problem (4.1), (4.3) with T, P replaced 
by Tk, P,, respectively. 
PrOOf: Let wk(x, t) = ,Ur sin(D,o,*x + LjkOkt), then 
IIwkll~max(IWk(X,t)l:(X,t)Eapl,r,}=~r. (4.10) 
Using (2.3) with T, P replaced by Tk, Pk, respectively, and performing 
direct calculation lead to 
(4.11) 
where we have used (4.2), (4.9). 
By (4.2), (4.8), and (4.9) we obtain 
f ‘co,) = Orb -dk”l%kwk> 
(a2 +j$&f2)(p2 + tj;w;) = (k$ -j&&+%jkWk)2. 
Substitution fthe above two relations into (4.11) yields 
wk = f ‘(Ok) &L,T wkt k = 1, 2, . . . . v. (4.12) 
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We set 
B,= {udpk,+ IIu- W,ll = max 
(A f)EWk.Tk 
Iu(x, t) - WJx, t)l <r} 
and consider the operator A, which is given by 
AkW- -ak+K,Lpf(W+o,), WEB,. (4.13) 
In view of (4.4), (4.2) we have 
41 If ‘(01 <(~+c~+lfh(O)l+m~5l, for any rE[W. (4.14) 
Using (4.13), (4.14), (2.2) and noting that (4.2), (4.7), (4.10) we conclude 
that for any WE B, 
llA/cW-AkWkll= IIK,Lg(f(W+Ok)-f(Wk+~k))ll 
r 
[I 
a2 - b2 + 4c 
QJjq 4 + If W)l + m(ll W/cl1 + lo/cl + r) 1 
r ’ 1 (4.15) 
where we have used the mean value theorem, the representation of h4, and 
the estimate 
IIwk+%+~w- W/c)ll 
G II Wkll + b.kl + r, for any WEBB, O<k 1. 
It is readily seen from Taylor’s theorem, (2.2), (4.2), (4.4), and (4.10) that 
2mp2r2 
= la*-b*I’ (4.16) 
From (4.12), (4.15), (4.16), and (4.7) it follows, noting that pk = 
I -ak+f(ak) K,L,ll, that 
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IIA, W- WA d 11.4, W-A, W,II 
+ llK~~(.f( w, + Ok) -J‘(ok) -.f’(a,) Wk)ll 
+ l-~,+f(~,)&&1I 
6r M+4m(p+2)r 1 + 2w2r2 4(co, -f&ok)) Ia2 - h21 la’-+ a2 - b2 
2 
’ la2:b’l [2m(y2+2p+4)+ la2-b’I]+Mr 
=r(l-M)+Mr=r? 
where we have used (2.1) and the representation ofr. Applying Theorem 1 
and using the above inequality we conclude that 
AkB, c B,, k = 1, 2, . . . . v. 
From the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 11 it follows that 
A, is a compact continuous operator of B, into B,. We can then apply 
Schauder’s fixed point theorem and thus conclude the existence of a 
function ti,(x, t)in B, for which A,v”, = C,. Setting u,(x, t) E CI~ + o”,(x, t), 
noting that 
and applying Theorem 10, we find that uk(x, t) is a solution to the problem 
(4.1), (4.3) with T, P replaced by Tk, P,. 
Since by (4.6), (4.7), (4.10), and p 2 2, 
we conclude by (4.1), (4.2), and (4.5) that uk is not a constant, which 
completes the proof. 
THEOREM 16. Assume that (H4) holds. Equation (4.10) has at least v 
nonconstant I-parameter families of almost periodic solutions. Furthermore, 
for each k, the almost periodic solution u,(x*, t*) E vJx* + t*, Ax* -At*) 
possesses two frequencies w ‘Ik’ = 2x/P,, wik’ = 2nilT,, k = 1, 2, . . . . v. 
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 14 and we therefore omit 
the details. 
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5. PERIODIC PLANE WAVE SOLUTIONS TO 
REACTION DIFFUSION SYSTEM 
LB-transforms can be used to study the existence of a plane wave 
solution for coupled reaction diffusion equations in the form 
u, = DV*u + cu - f(u) (t>o, XER”) (5.0) 
where u = (u,, . . . . u,), f(u) = (fr(u), . .. . f,,,(u)) are N-vectors and D = (dj), 
C = (c,) are N by N constant diagonal matrices with d,> 0, cj # 0 for 
j = 1, 2, . . . . N. Our aim is to seek a periodic plane wave solution in the form 
u(x, t) E v(k - b .x), 
where A is a positive constant representing angular frequency and b E R” is 
the “wave number vector” of the plane wave which propagates in direction 
b with speed A./ lb\. In terms of the independent variable 5= At - b. x, 
Eq. (5.0) is reduced to 
h, = lbl* Dv,sc + cv -f(v) (0 < < < T). (5.1) 
The periodic property of the solution is in the sense that v(5) satisfies the 
boundary condition 
v(O) = v( n V<(O) = V&T). (5.2) 
Hence if v(t) is a solution of (5.1), (5.2) then it can be extended to a 
T-periodic function V(l) such that u(x, t) = f(At - b .x) is a periodic plane 
wave solution to Eq. (5.0). 
Throughout this section we shall assume: 
(H5) HYPOTHESIS. (i) jJv)=jJu,, . . . . u,)EC(R~), j= 1, . . . . N. 
(ii) ,I*-4cjdj lbl*=Aj>O, j= 1, . . . . N. 
Clearly, if Ibl is small enough, then the condition (ii) holds. For 
convenience we set 
pj= d, lb/*, pi, = (I - A;‘*)/2jTj, fij2 = (A + Af’*)/2fij, 
Qj(V)=PjV*-h+cj, j = 1, . . . . N. 
We first establish an equivalence relation between the periodic boundary 
value problem (5.1), (5.2) and the following integral equation 
uj(O = A,“‘*(Lp,&(v) - LB,*.&(V)), <E [0, T],j= 1, . . . . N. (5.3) 
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THEOREM 17. Assume that (H,) holds. Then v is a solution oj’ the 
problem (5.1), (5.2) if and only if it is a solution of the integral equation 
(5.3). 
Proof: Suppose that v is a solution of (5.3). It is readily seen from 
Lemma 2 that 
(J&fj(V)) E CT, k = 1, 2; j= 1, . . ..N 
which, by (5.3), implies that uje C,, j= 1, . . . . N, i.e., 
v(0) = v(T). 
Performing differentiation on both sides of (5.3) and using (2.10) with f( .) 
replaced by f,(v( .)), we get 
t"j)t = Ai "*(Bjl Lfl,lfj(v) - B~*~fl,~f/(~))9 j= 1, . . . . N. 
In the same way, using (5.4) and Lemma 2 we obtain 
v<(O) = vc( 0 
(5.4) 
This proves the second relation in (5.2). Now by differentiation of (5.4) and 
using (2.10) we have 
= A,: ‘~2(B,:~B,,fiW -P&J@)) +-&h (5.5) 
pi 
where we have used the representation f/I,,  /IJ2. 
Combining (5.4), (5.5) with (5.3) and performing some calculation 
leads to 
=Aj”*CQjCPj1) Lb,lfi(“)- QjCPp) Lp,lfi(v)I +fi(V) 
=lji(vh j = 1, . . . . N, 
where we have used Qj(/Ijk) = 0, k = 1, 2. Therefore v( 5) satisfies Eq. (5.1). 
This proves the sufficient part of the theorem. 
To show the converse of the theorem we let v*(t) be a solution of (5.1), 
(5.2). Then by the argument as in proving the sufficient part the function 
~(5) = (ul(t), . ... o.d5)) given by 
~~(~)=A,-“*CLB,,~~(V*)--LB,*~~(V*)I~ j= 1, . ... N, 
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is a solution of the boundary value problem 
~Vg=~b~*Dvtre;+cV-f(V*(~)) 
v(O) = v( n V<(O) = V<(T). 
(5.6) 
Then w =v-v* satisfies the linear homogeneous problem 
Awt = lb1 *Dwgt + cw 
w(O) = w( 0, w(O)5 = w&T). 
(5.7) 
It is easily seen by an elementary argument that the only solution to (5.7) 
is the trivial function w = 0. This proves that v = v* and therefore v* is a 
solution of (5.3). The proof of the theorem is completed. 
Rtwmrk. It is seen from the previous discussion that the solution v of 
(5.1), (5.2) depends not only on 4 but also on the wave vector b E IF’. 
Employing Theorem 17 and noting that 
lim /Ii, = c,/A, 
Ibl -0 
lim jj2= +oo, 
Ibl + 0 
lim A,: v2 = l/A 
Ibl -0 
we can show that when lb1 approaches zero then every bounded solution v
of (5.1) (5.2), if it exists, converges to a solution of the spatially 
homogeneous periodic problem 
u, = cu - f(U), U(t+l-‘T)=U(t), teLf-8 
This result gives a converse version of the work by Koppel and Howard 
[S]. For proof, see [lo]. 
Denote by C(D,)N the Banach space of all vector functions 
v = (II,, . ..) uN) with its components uj in C(D,) and its norm defined by 
llvll = f IIvjll~ 
j= 1 
Set Q,,, = {v E C(D,)N: llvll GM}, M> 0. 
Motivated by (5.3) we seek a Green’s function in the form 
Gj(Z) = A,“‘*C@(Bj2, Z)- @(Bj, 3Z)lT 
where 
@(fi, Z) = ,SZ/( 1 -e5, O<Z< T, j= 1, . . . . N. 
(5.8) 
409 1.3; ‘2.3 
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It is easily seen by a direct calculation, using (5.8) that the integral 
equations (5.3) may be written as the equivalent form 
ujCOEji G~(S~Il)f;(v(rl)~d~+j~G,(T+5~~)f;(v(rl))d~~ 0 : 
5 E CO, Tl, j=l , . . . . N. 
The following three lemmas are very useful. 
LEMMA 4. The function G, satisfies the following relations: 
(i) 
j; Gj(&q)d~+j’Gj(T+r-,)d,=C,:~l, OdtGT, 
5 
(ii) Zf the condition (ii) in (H,) holds, then 
CiGj(z) > 0, OdzdT 
and 
SE lGj(t-V)I dU+j’ IGj(T+t-VII 4=&t j = 1, . . . . N. 
0 5 J 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
Proof: It is clear from the representations of /Ij,, /I2 that BJX > 13,, > 0 
when C, > 0 and bjz > 0 > fl,i when C, < 0. Since for fixed z E [0, T], the 
function @(/I, z) = eSZ( 1- esT)-’ is monotonic increasing in /I and since 
@(/I, z) <O for /I>0 and @(/I, z)>O for /I<0 we see from (5.8) that 
Gj(z) > 0 when pj2 > bii > 0 and Gj(z) < 0 when /IJ7 > 0 > /I,i. In any case, 
C,G,(z) > 0, z E [0, T]. 
In view of (5.11), we also have 
= cj(dj)-‘/2 ‘“;;,,“L 1, 
J2 Jl 
where we have used the representations of b,,, fij2. This proves the relations 
(5.10), (5.12) simultaneously. The proof of the lemma is thus completed. 
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LEMMA 5. Let o = 2nJT, P E Z, and let 
Then 
L,*w = Ai lJ2( Lg, w - Lp,2 w), w E c * (D.), j= 1, . . . . N. 
L%e’P”t =
J 
and 
iiLJ’wii G ICjI -’ IIwII, w e;C(Dr), j= 1, . . . . N. (5.13) 
Proof This is a direct consequence of (1.17), (5.8), and (5.12). 
LEMMA 6. Let (H5) be satisfied and let 
Av = (A 1 v, . . . . A,v), Ajv= Li*Cfi(v)l~ 
j=l , . . . . N, VE C(D,)N. 
When there is no confusion v is used instead of v. Then A is a continuous 
compact operator from C(D.)N into itself: 
Proof: It is readily seen from the representation fA,o that 
j = 1, . . . . N, l E CO, Tl, u E C(D,)? (5.14) 
Performing a simple estimation for (5.14) and using (5.12) we find, for 
any M>O, 
where 
IlAull = f IlAjUll <A f iy 
j=l Icjl 
for any UESZ~, (5.15) 
j=l 
fi=max(Ifi(5)1, 151 GM, j= 1, . . . . N}. 
By direct differentiation for (5.14) and using the relation (5.8) we have 
I$ J” I [. (A- J(t) Gfi IA/“*1 i’ (IPJz@CS~~~ t-q)1 + Ibjl@(Bjl, 5-V)1)4 
T+t-~)l + lPjl@(Bjl, T+S-V)l)dV 1 3 
(5.16) 
for j= 1, . . . . N. 
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Since @(B, Z) is bounded for all ,0 # 0, z E [0, T], we see from (5.16) that 
for some constant 
< const, for all vCQ,. 
Combining this inequality with (5.15) and employing Arzela’s theorem we 
conclude that A is a continuous compact operator from C(D,)N into itself. 
6. PLANE WAVE SOLUTION FOR MAGINU'S MODEL 
We are concerned with the Maginu’s model for morphogenesis which is 
given by 
2.4, = pV’u +f(u) - u 
V,=Ep’V2V-E-‘V-EE’U, 
(6.0 1
where u and v are the concentrations ofactivator and inhibitor, espec- 
tively, and p, E are all positive constants [121. 
Motivated by the model (6.0) we consider a more general reaction- 
diffusion system 
(~l)t=~lV2~l-~l~l--v,~2+g(~,) 
(u2),=d2V2u,-a,u,+v,u,, 
(6.1) 
where dj, a,-, vj, j= 1,2 are all positive constants. Clearly, the model (6.1) 
is the special case of (5.0) with 
N= 2, (c1,c2)=(-a,,--a,), 
f(ul,u2)=(VlU2-g(ul),--V2Ul), 
In this model for any lb1 > 0 we have 
Aj=J2+4ajdj lbl’>O, j= 1, 2, bE R”. (6.2) 
which implies that (H5) holds provided that g( .) is a continuous function. 
From now on we shall only use the previous notations and results, 
corresponding to the case for the model (6.1). For convenience, we set 
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$2(t) s $2(5, co, w 0) = co + Id(a)1 + 2 If(a)I 5+T 5*, 
where co = v, v2/a2 > 0, m > 0 is given constant, and c is a constant to be 
chosen later on. 
In view of the relations @( lal) = lim, _ +co Q(t) = 0 we conclude that 
there exists a positive constant rE r(a, co, m) such that 
I--- I4 
(6.3) 
To ensure the existence of a nonconstant T-periodic plane wave solution 
for t.he model (6.1) we make the following assumptions on g( .) and a, v,~, 
j= 1,2. 
(II*). (i) g( .) E C3(R) and there exists a constant m > 0 such that 
lg”‘(Ol dm, for any 5 E R, 
(ii) There exists a constant a # 0, independent of a,, such that 
g(a)-coo=0 andp(t)#O, for any (E [-r+o, r+o]; 
(iii) al > ti2(r), al2 l/@(r). 
From now on we always assume that m, e are given by (H*), and the 
corresponding r= r(o, co, m) is defined by (6.3). 
THEOREM 18. Assume that (H*) holds. Then for any given T > 0 the 
model (6.1) has a nonconstant plane wave solution (vl( t- b . x, b), 
v2( t- b . x, 6)) satisfying the periodic ondition 
(vl(5 + TV bL v,(t + 7’3 b)) = (v,(5, b), v2(5, b)), 
Proof. We set 
S,(o)= {wEC(DT): Ilw-all <I>. 
Using Taylor’s theorem and the mean value theorem we obtain 
(w-0)’ 
g(w) = g(o) + g’(o)(w - 0) + g”(O) --Yj- 
(w-o)3 
+g”‘[o+B,(w-a)] 6’ (6.4) 
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g'(w)=g'(o)+g"(cr)(w-cJ)+g"'[o+8*(M.-(T)] q, (6.5 
g”(w)=g”(a)+g”‘[a+p;,(w-o)](w-a), (6.6 
(u - w)Z 
g(u)-g(w)=g’(w)(u-w)+g”(W) 2 
(u-w)’ 
+g”‘[w+&(u-w)] 6’ (6.7) 
whereO<gj<l, j=l,2,3,4. 
Hence from (6.5), (6.6), and (i) in (H*) we find that for any w E S,(a) 
lg’(w)l G Ig’(o)l + Is”(a)1 r+T r2, 
Ig”(w)l < lg”(o)l + mr. 
Using the above two inequalities and performing an estimation for the left 
side of (6.7) lead to 
+t (/g”(o)1 +mr)2r+ q] Ilo-WI1 
= ($2(r) - cd Ilu - wll, for any u, w E S,(o), (6.8) 
where we have used the inequality 
llu-wll < llu-all + llw-011 <2r. 
Now we define an operator ‘9JI by 
mw= -v,v,L:L:w- LTg(w), w E C(D.). 
Employing (5.10), (5.13), and using (i), (ii) in (H*) we obtain from (6.4) 
that for any w E S,(a) 
+ I &T”(o)l -r”+er’= 101 +k tjl(r), 
26 
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which, by (iii) in (H*), implies that 
where we have used (6.3). Hence 
~n(W)l c&(a). (6.9) 
It now follows from (6.8) that 
which, by (iii) in (H* ), proves that the operator YJI is a contraction 
mapping from S,(o) into itself. Hence we conclude that there exists a
function vi E S,(a) such that 
u1= muzv, = -vlvzL:L;u, - L1*[g(o,)]. (6.10) 
Letting u2= -v2L~u, and recalling the definition of the operator Aj, 
j= 1, 2, we obtain from (6.10) 
wheref,(~,,u,)=v,~~-g(u,),f~(u,,u,)= -vlBl. 
According to Theorem 17 we conclude that (ui , u2) is a T-periodic plane 
wave solution for the model (6.1). 
Finally, noting that 
Iv1 -al < llu, - gll < r, i.e., -r+a<u,<r+a 
and using (ii) in (H*) we find that 
P(Ul)ZO 
which implies that u, # const. This proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 19. Let the conditions (i), (ii) in (H*) hold. rf(iii) in (H*) is 
replaced by the weaker condition: a, > l/@(r), then the assertion of 
Theorem 18 remains true. 
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Proof: It is readily seen from Lemma 6 that ‘m is a continuous compact 
operator from C(D,) into itself. Since in this case (6.9) is still true we see 
that employing the well-known Schauder’s theorem completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
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